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LIST OF TSD FACILITIES
WHICH REQUIRE GROUNDWATER

MONITORING UNDER THE WEST VIRGINIA
HAZARDOUS WASTE PROGRAM

Facility Name

Airco Welding Products
American Cyanamid Co.
Appalachian Power Co.

- Amos Plant
- Mountaineer Plant
- Sporn Plant

Appalachian Timber Services
Borg-Warner Chemicals, Inc.

- Weston No. 1
- Weston No.2

CST, Inc.
FMC Corporation - South Charleston
General Motors Corp.
Kaiser Aluminum &Chemical Corp.
Koppers Co., Inc.

- Coll iers
- Follansbee
- Greensprings

LCP Chemicals - WV, Inc.
Mobay Chemical Corp.
Monsanto - Ni tro
01 in Corporation
PPG Industries, Inc.
Pittsburgh Tube Co.
Union Carbide Corporation

- Agricultural Products Co., Inc.
- Holz Impoundment
- PTO Terminal
- Sistersville Plant
-"South Charleston (Plant 514)

Weirton Steel Corporation

EPA ID No.

WVD980554760
WVD004341491

WVD980554646
WVD980554463
WVD980554703
WVD063461958

WVD980552384
WVD061776977
WVD030143960
WVD005005079
WVD044145209
WVD009233297

WVD980707178
WVD004336749
WVD003080959
WVD000765297
WVD056866312
WVD039990965
WVD980555239
WVD004336343
WVD060692126

WVD005005509
WVD980554885
WVD000739722
WVD004325353
WVD005005483
WVD000068908
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HAZARDOUS WASTE BRANCH

ENFORCEMENT PROTOCOL

Chapter 20, Article 5E
of the

COde of West Virginia

APPENDIX F

Prepared by:

Enforcement Section
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1.0 Forward

The rules and regulations governing the generation, storage, treat-

ment, disposal and. transportation of hazardous waste are lengthy and

complex. However, for enforcement case development and evaluation, there

are several basic guidelines to follow that will provide a more direct

route to the desired results. -This document describes those guidelines

and outlines the necessary decision sequence for case development and

evaluation. Specifically, the protocol herein descr-Ibes the logic for

arriving at answers to the following questions which are critical to all

enforcement actions:

1) Is the material a waste?

2) Is the waste hazardous?

3) Has the hazardous waste activity occur-reel before or after
the effective date of the Hazardous Waste Management A~t?

4) Is there a violation of Chapter 20, Article 5.E?

If you have any questions regarding this document, please feel free

to contact Mark Casdorph of .the Hazardous Waste/Ground Water Branch.
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Instructions

The materials contained in the following text are outlined in

Figure 1. When reading the text, frequent reference to Figure 1 will

assist you in understanding the decision sequence. Further clarification

may be obtained from the statute.

Each critical element of case development is posed asa question,

with the appropriate response dictating the type of enforcement action

available. You will also note early in the text that a large portion of

( it is devoted to determining the presence of a hazardous waste. This

reflects the importance of that determination and defines the scope of

the enforcement approach.

(
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Enforcement Protocol

Is there a waste?

3.01.01 The first step in evaluating a potential enforcement case is to

determine if a waste exists. Section 3.01.01 of the State Regulations

defines a waste as a material Which basically will fall within at least
.

one of the following three categories. The material:

o is discarded or is being accumulated, stored or treated
prior to being discarded;

o has served its original use and sometimes is discarded; or

o is a manufacturing or mining by-product and sometimes is
discarded.

Before case development can proceed, the finding that a waste exists

must be made. Failure to meet one of the above criteria indicates either

waste, it remains a waste regardless of Whether you:

o use,

o reuse,

o recycle,

o reclaim, or

o store or accumulate the waste for the purposes above.

Another important note is the phrase "and sometimes is discarded"

which appears in the definition of a waste. If a material has served its

original intended purpose or is a manufacturing or mining by-product and

is sometimes discarded (on a nation-wide basis, not just that given plant)

then that material is a waste.
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Is it a hazardous waste?

Once a material has been classified as a waste, the next step is to

determine if it is a hazardous waste. To be a hazardous waste, at least

one Qf the following three categories must be met:

o the waste is listed in Section 3.04;

o the waste exhibits one of the characterizations of
Section 3.03;

o the waste meets the definition specified in 20-5E-3 of
the statute.

section 3.04 and §3.03 of the regulations apply to wastes which have

been handled since April, 1982 (the effective date of the regulations).

The statutory definition of a hazardous waste may also describe a waste

which is listed or characterized, and a waste which, though not listed or

characterdzed , does cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or

illness, or poses a substantial hazard to human health or the environment.

20-5E-6 of the statute authorizes the Director to establish lists and

characteristics of those hazardous wastes which are to be governed by the

regulations. This identifies the universe of hazardous wastes to which

the regulations apply (wastes not identified within that universe are not

subject to the regulations for generation, storage, treatment, disposal or

transportation). However, a material may still be classified as a hazardous

waste (though not subject to regulations) ?-f it meets the statutory

definition in 20-5E-3. (Note: The statutory definit.ion of a hazardous

waste is broad and has several facets, while the regulations specifically

identify only those hazardous wastes to be regulated. These regulated

wastes may meet only one or all of the facets of the statutory definition.)

This distinction is important ,in that-jroat, of our enforcement capabilities

pertain to actions that occurred after the passage of the Act and subsequent

promulgation of the regulations, and to violations of that Act and regulations.
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From a procedural standpoint, the following questions should be

answered to determine if a waste is hazardous:

o Is it listed in Section 3.q4J'

o If not listed, does it meet one of the characteristics
described in Section 3.03?

o If the waste is not hazardous per the regulations (as
listed above) '. does it meet the statutory ~definiti~n?

The following .is a description of each of these three categories of

hazardous waste:

Listed Hazardous Waste - The listings found in Section 3.04

differentiate between specific regulated compounds and waste

streams as follows:

o Acute hazardous wastes are specific compounds that are
listed and identified by the letter "P" and a three
digit number (e.g. - P003 represents acrolein). These
wastes are those that present the highest degree of
threat to human health or the environment.

o Toxic hazardous wastes are specific compounds that
are also listed but are identified by the letter
"U" followed by a three digit number, such as U129
which represents lindane.

The compounds referred to in the "P" and "U" waste lists are specific,

cormnercial chemical products, manufacturing chemical intermediates, or,

off~spec species of such products or intermediates, that are discarded or

are intended to be discarded. This means that before a waste can be

classified as a "P" or "U" listed hazardous waste, it must be discarded

(or intended to be discarded) comnercfa.l grade or intermediate chemical
, -

I,i)rQQuct, or an off-spec species of a product, rather than a substance that

has beenused and served its. intended purpose, i.e. - spent. Spent

substances and particular waste streams, however, may be listed under the

following:

;~
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§3.03.02

§3.03.03

§3.03.04

o Hazardous wastes from non-specific sources - these
wastes are speni compounds such as spent acetone
(identified as 003) and spent cyanide plating bath
solutions (F007). .

o Hazardous wastes from specific sources include
particular waste streams such as distillation bottoms
from aniline production (identified as K083) .and still
bottoms from the distillation of benzyl chloride (K015).

Characteristic Hazardous Wastes -If a waste_is no~ listed, it

may be c~assified as being hazardous if it meets one of the

following four characteristics specified in Section 3.03:

o Ignitability - (identified as 0001) f\ waste is hazardous
by virtue of ignitability if:

o it is a liquid and has a flash-point of less
than 140°F;

o it is not a liquid and is capable of causing a
vigorous, persistent fire, (under standard
temperature and pressure conditions), through
m::>isture absorption, friction or spontaneous
chemical changes;

o it is an ignitable compressed gas; or

o it is an oxidizer as defined in 40 C.F.R. §173.51
of the federal regulations.

o Corrosivity - (0002) f\ waste may be a .corrosive
hazardous waste if: .

o it is aqueous (miscible in water) and has a pH
of less than or equal to 2.0 or greater than or
equal to 12.5; or

o it is a liquid and corrodes steel at a rate
greater than .25 inch per year;

o Reactivity - (D003) f\ waste is a reactive hazardous
waste if it meets one of the following descriptions:

o it is normally unstable and readily undergoes
violent changes (without detonating);

o it reacts violently or forms potentially
explosive mixtures with water or generates toxic
gases, vapors or fumes in dangerous quantities
when mixed with water;



o it is a cyanide or sulfide bearing waste
capable of generating toxic gases, vapors
or fumes in dangerous quantities;

o it is capable of.detonation if subjected to
a strong initiating source or if heated under
confinement; or

§3.03.OS

o it is a forbidden, Class A or Class B explosive
as defined in 40 C.F.R. §173 of the federal
regulations.

o .EP Toxic - (D004-D017) The "EP" stands for extraction
procedure. The regulatlons (Appendix II) describe a
procedure for determining if certain compoUnds (Table 1)
can be leached (extracted) out of a solid material. The' .
leachate generated from this extraction procedure is
analyzed and if the results indicate concentrations of
those certain compounds are above the specified lirnits
(e.g. - the maximum concentration for arsenic is 5 ppm),
then the solid is a hazardous waste by virtue of EP
Toxicity.

Statutory Hazardous Wastes - As previously covered, the statutory

definition of a hazardous waste involves a measurement of the degree of

( risk presented by a given waste and the circumstances in which it is present.

For example, if a compound (that is not listed or characterized) .is found

at a concentration which could be detrimental to human health or the

environment, and in an area which may lead to exposure to humans or the

environment, a risk may then be present. If that risk is substantial, then

the compound may be construed as a hazardous waste.

Has the activity occurred after July 9, 1981?

Once a hazardous waste has been confirmed, the next step depends on

whether the activity occurred after or before the effective date of the

statute. If before, there are two enforcement options available depending

(

on the degree of risk to human health or the environment. Those options

are described in the folloWing sections of the statute:

o §30-5E-13 - This section provides what is referred to as
the monitoring order. These orders can be issued once
the Chief has detennined that the presence of any hazardous
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waste which is or has been stored, treated, or disposed
of, or the release of such waste from a facility or site,
may present a substantial hazard to human health or the
environment. The monitoring order requires the responsible
party (ies) to conduct such monitoring, testing, analysis
and reportiilg as necessary to determine the nature and
extent of the hazard in question. Such orders are commonly
issued on the basis of analytical results coupled with
site conditions such as proximity to state waters, security,
closure conditions, and potential for human exposure,
however, any bona fide information may be used.

! significant feature of the monitoring order is that
it can be used to address activities which occurred before
and after the effective date of the statute. This means
that a monitoring order can be issued using the statutory
definition of a hazardous waste and/or such a waste meeting
the Section 3.03 and 3.04 criteria of the regulations.

§20-5E-17 - If the Chief determines that the handling of
any hazardous waste may present an imminent and substantial
endangennent to public health, safety or the environment,
he may take such action as necessary to protection public
health and the environment. These actions include but are
not limited to, issuing orders and seeking court ordered
restraints.

An enforcement action under this section can address
activities that occurred before or after the effective
date of the statute. The critical point is the demonstra
tion that the handling of a hazardous waste "may present
an :imni.nent and substantial endangerment". While this
demonstration does not require the shOWing of an actual
impact upon human health or the environment, the evidence
must clearly show existing conditions may present the most
severe risks.

Is there a Violation of Article 5E?

(Note: For there to be a violation of the Article, the activity has to

have occurred after its effective date.)

If no violation can be substantiated, then either a violation has not

occurred, or further investigation is necessary. However, once a violation

is found, the Article provides the follOWing avenues of appr-oach:

Administrative orders (under §14 to address all violations)

Civil actions (under §16 to address all violations)

Criminal actions (under §15 if a crime has been committed)



· .

Upon finding a violation, an administrative order can be issued and/or

a civil action pursued. If a crime has been comnitted, each or all three

options may be taken.

(

o §20-5E-14 - All enforcement orders (except for monitoring
and imminent hazard orders) are issued under this section.
Simply, these orders can be ~ssued once the Chief determines
a violation of the Article, or of any permit, order, rule
or regulation issued or promulgated under the Article.
Remedies include, but are not limited to, permit modifica
t.Lons , suspensions or revocation, cease and desist orders,
or orders for such remedial action as required to achieve
compliance with' the violated provision.

The regulations (and the Article) defferentiate between
generators of hazardous waste and persons engaged in the
storage, treatment or disposal (referred to as TSD's) of
such wastes. Specifically, TSD's are required to obtain
a permit from the Chief, while generators are not, and the
law requires such storage, treatment and disposal to occur
within the terms of a permit. However, due to the substan
tial lag time between the enactment of that requirement and
the point at which a final permit can be issued, the federal
government established a set of regulations which specify
the minimum operating standards necessary to protect human
health and the environment. These standards are referred
to as the interim status regulations, 40 C.F .R. §265. The
majority of our inspections and enforcement actions are
centered around facilities governed by these regulations.

several definitions are now needed:

o §2o-5E-10: This section establishes the mechanism for
regulating existing facilities that are required to
obtain a permit.

o existing: engaged in storage, treatment, or disposal
on July 9, 1981.

o facility: a company that stores, treats, or disposes of
hazardous waste.

o interim status: the legal transition period established
to allow existing facilities to continue operation until
they receive a final permit (or until their application is
denied) •

Under State law, an existing facility will be allowed to continue

operation if the following two criteria are met:
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o they comply with'the interim status regulations and

o they operate in such a manner that will not cause or
create a substantial risk of endangerment to human
health or the environment.

The second provision allows the State's enforcement authority to

go beyond that of EPA, and our orders can address three basic areas:

o violations of interim status regulations only; .

o violations of interim status regulatio~ and presence of
substantial risks; --

o no violations of interim status regulations, but have
presence of substantial risks.
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HAZARlXXJS WASTE/GROUND WATER BRANCH

SAMPLING PRCODURES

1) Sanpling Plan

8anple Lecatdons

- 8anple Type (Media)

- 8anpling Methcxi

- Objectives

2) Health and Safety Cbnsiderations

- Hazard(s) associated ~th site

- Level and type of protection

3) sample Aquisition

- Representative Sanples

- Proper Cbntainers

- Issuance of Receipt for Sanples

4) Impleuentation of 01ain of Custcxiy

5) Sample Preservation

6) labeling am/or P@kaging

7) Transportation/Shipping

S) ~livery to lab

- O>ntinuation of O1ain of Custody

- Quality Control
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WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS

HAZARDOUS WASTE

ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

19a4-1985



I. In 1981 the State of West Virginia legislated regulations

governing the transportation of hazardous waste. These

regulations were to be consistent with the current Federal

Regulations which qovern the transportation of hazardous

waste. The enforcement of these regUlations was delegated to

the West Virginia Department of Highways.

II. The purpose of the Transportation Section of the Hazardous

Waste Management Act is to establish an accurate and

consistent means of monitoring the generators (by auditing

manifests) and transporters of hazardous waste through, to,

and from the State o~ West Virginia. Using the data

collected. the information will substantiate the projected
... !.

expenditures for the fiscal year 1984-85 and enable the

department to plan fOI a more comprehensive program in coming

years.

III. The first means of insuring proper manifesting of hazardous

waste for transportation originates at the generator of the

hazardous waste. The West Virginia Department of Highways

conduct s nnua I audits of cOlrlpanies who generate hazardous

~aste f~! ·(inspo~tation (se€ m~nife~t inspection map fOl

generator of hazardous waste Attachment I). Inspections

reveal volumes of hazardous waste that have been transported

to disposal or storage facilities in various parts of the

United States. The inspector reviews all hazardous waste

manifests and/or records. and records any suspected

'.



violations which are not in compliance with Federal and State

Regulations. These violations or manifest defects are

reported on the Department of Highways Violation Form (see

Violation Form Attachment II). This form is filed in

triplicate. The original is given to the generator, the West

Virginia Department of Highways retains a copy and the third.
copy is sent to the Federal Highway Administration. If the

generator is found in violation of Federal and State

Regulations, a warning will be issued to the company

demanding immediate compliance with the law. Refusal to

adhere to such a warning will result in legal action. We are

utilizing a computer system to keep track of all hazardous

waste being transported from intrastate generators~ We are
.~ . .

in the process of enhancing ou~ program by utilizing a more

defined record keeping system. We feel that thru the audits

and computer tracking, a registration system would not be

ne.eded.

IV. The second means of monitoring transporters of hazardous

waste tr.anspires at weig~~ station checks on various roads and

high~'ay's in t'le State of West Virginia (see highway

h'lspec~i()" ~.lc1p fer.· trans'!?ortation l\ttachment· r. 1). All

vehicles are stopped and shipping papers are requested for

inspection. If their papers do not indicate that hazardous

waste is being transported then the transporter is released.

If hazardous waste lIlanifests are produced. a comprehensive

inspection including their manifest. vehicle and the product

packaging will be rendered using the violation checklist form



for hazardous waste tr~nsportation (see Attachment IV). If

no violation appears either on the manifest. vehicle or

product packaging. then the transporter is released. The

information form mentioned above will be retained in the

central office in Charleston. West Virginia for future

reference. If violations appear on the manifest check. a

West Virginia Department of Highways Violation Form (see

Attachment II) is completed and treated in the same manner as

that of the generator for audit violation mentioned

previously. If violations appear on the vehicle check. the

West Virginia De~artment of Highways Form (see Attachment II)

is completed and an out-of-service sticker (see Attachment V)

is placed on the window of the vehicle. This action means
"...

that the vehicle cannot be moved unless towed until all said

violations have been corrected and vehicle is in safe

operating condition according to Federal and State

Regulations.

V. In order to insure prudent bookkeeping practices. the

Pepartment of Highways has issued a monthly report form that

shows the various activities that have been co~pleted. along

WiLh the total ~x~enditures. The inspectors-~ill ue

re~ponsible for sending this information along with any

violation forms to the central office in Charleston. West

Virginia. This information will be recorded on a computer

for future reference and follow-up (see monthly repo~1 form

At tach.ent VI).



VI. The West Virginia Department of Highways will sUbmit a

quarterly report form (see Attachment VII) to the Department

of Natural Rpsources that cove%s oU% activities and costs

incurred during that three month period.

VII. The major portion of the bUdget for fiscal year 1984-85

pertains to salaries. The program is presently staffed with

five employees that have been certified by the Federal

Highway Administration. This school covered the subjects of -

ha;zardous material and hazardous waste transportation

regulations and enforcement. The West Virginia Department of

Highways has established six positions which are included in

the bUdget and salaried according to a percentage year worked
.- !.

(see Total Expenditures form Attachment VIII). The remainder

of the expenditures ineurfed isincl~ud-ed-in-ourcost

breakdown.
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